Forward look: next semester and action points

Component 1: Management and coordination
- All partners to send Intermediate Financial report to LP by 5 December 2006
- All partners to produce a projected expenditure breakdown by 5 December 2006:
  2. 01.01.2007 – 30.06.2007

- 3rd Progress Report (July-December 2006) to be submitted by Lead Partner by 1st March 2007. All partners to submit reports to LP by early February (date to be advised)
- CBS to contact/visit Secretariat in Lille to assess whether a change in the operation is necessary

Component 2: Benchmarking and Evaluation

- Regional appraisals – CBS to look again; each partner to refresh – and add information where appropriate
- Revisit the ‘Futures Region Indicators’ – this work could be exploited and linked to the workshop

Component 2: Evaluation methodology and process

- Need to specify objectives for the evaluation
- Proposal that questionnaires be web-based (translated into other languages)
- Identify and evaluate spin-off activities (e.g. Foresight culture – keeping the project activities and Foresight alive)
- Timetable – bring on-going evaluation report forward to April; ex-post evaluation slightly earlier as well (possibly by final conference? although this might be too early)
- Differentiate between questionnaire questions – for different targets (Managers and participants will be more concerned with regional impacts rather than project management documents (e.g. financial reports)
- Identify ways of measuring impact – organisational behaviour, attitudes, mindset, number of new connections created
- Use open-ended questions to gain more qualitative information
- Use the term ‘futures’, rather than Foresight
- Do we need a STEEP categorisation? It does not convey the ‘essence’ of all applications
- Include qualitative question for managers: what is the objective of your application? Most applications will have multiple objectives (all /most of STEEP issues)
- Comments to José by 20th December

Component 3: Defining Futures Processes

- 2nd Workshop: Pascale to collect and circulate papers from the Liege workshop
- expert comments
- Elie Faroult conclusions etc
- FUTURREG toolkit – incorporate conclusions from Liege workshop in the next version of the toolkit [CBS]
• Pascale to write a 2 page note on the confidentiality issues encountered – then circulate to other partners to add more issues
• Include confidentiality as an issue in the toolkit

Component 4: Putting Futures into Practice
• Proforma for the reports on the applications [Observatory to circulate]
• Reports for each of the applications (one per semester reporting period)

Component 5: Dissemination
• Stakeholders engaged – meetings
• All partners to proof-read the brochure, especially in relation to the partner descriptions – suggest amendments> send to Gethin by 8 December 2006
• Graphics to be improved – replace ‘stock’ graphics with more appropriate graphics – send comments to Gethin by 8 December 2006
• Use Dissemination budget (Component 5) to fund activities that address the project’s objectives – ensure maximum publicity and impact
• Start to collect case studies (linked to Component 4)
• Regional actors to write their own case studies/ stories e.g. what I thought about futures, how I approached it within the organisation, describe the process, outcomes (1st person rather than 3rd person – possibly though a blog?) (linked to Component 4)
• Share materials (e.g. presentations) on the website